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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Rees Susan - EBSA 
SureatL carol (0!0; Rees. Susan - EBSA; jasqn.frogaatt@dwt com 
Re: Business Health Trust-- Employee Welfare Benefit Plan Definition 
Thursday, November 22, 2012 10:30:36 AM 

Hi Carol- Thanks for forwarding. Mr. Froggatt mischaracterizes our conversation in a number of 

significant ways. Happy to discuss each of his points with you after the holiday. 

Susan Rees 

Chief, Division of Coverage, Reporting and Disclosure 

Office of Regulations and Interpretations 

Employee Benefits Security Administration. 

From: Sureau, Carol (OIC) [mailto:CarolS@OIC.WA.GOV] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 01:59 PM 
To: Rees, Susan - ESSA 
Subject: FW: Business Health Trust -- Employee Welfare Benefit Plan Definition 

Susan, 

I just received the below email from an attorney representing several ARP organizations in 
Washington. 

The concept he describes is a critical one for us and we have refused to accept any plans to 
reorganize chamber-type AHPs under this structure (separate trusts for separate industries, with the 
chamber as the umbrella organization) until we got some indication from DOL that this was an 
acceptable way to organize in order to qualify as an employer under BRISA. If this is a viable way · 
to proceed, we would very much appreciate knowing, as we have several AHPs wanting to go down 
this road. What do you think? 

Thanks 

Carol 

Carol Sureau 
Deputy Commissioner, Legal Affairs 
Washington State Office of the Insurance Commissioner 
PO Box 40255 
Olympia, WA 98504-0255 
360.725.7050 I 360.586.0.152 (fax) I carols@oic.wa.gov I www insurance.wa gov 
• wainsurance.blogspot.com " Iwittec (Q)WAinsuranceblog • 
fqr,ebook com/WSOIC • 

From: Froggatt, Jason [mailto:jasonfroggatt@dwt.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 5:07 PM 

· To: Sureau, Carol (OIC) 
Cc: Froggatt, Jason 
Subject: Business Health Trust -- Employee Welfare Benefit Plan Definition 

Carol-
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As we discussed in our meeting on October 17, I contacted Susan Rees, DOL, with our question 

about establishing one or more group insurance trusts that each could be an ''employer" under 

ERISA out of the former membership of the Chamber benefit program. Below is the email that I 

sent to her to frame ourconversation. I spoke with her at length on October 24 and again on 

November 7. As you predicted, Ms. Rees did not provide a written yes or no response. But her 

response did provide the basis for you (the OIC) to move forward with determining whether each 

separate tru.st established by the industry groups satisfies the ERISA employer definition. 

Her comments: 

• Ms. Rees primarily stressed that the determination of whether a group or association of 
employers is an "Employer" for the purposes ofERlSA is a facts and circumstances 
test. In making the determination all facts and circumstances can be taken into 
consideration. 

• Ms. Rees said: she could not say that she wouldn't issue a favorable opinion letter · 
based on the information that I provided. 

• Ms. Rees confirmed that there was no requirement that there be a formal association. 

• Ms. Rees did not know of any formal guidance of the DOL contrary to Credit Managers 
Association of Southern California v. Kennesaw Life and Accident Insurance Co., 809 
F.2d 617 (9th Cir. 1987). 

Together, her comments could be summarized as: it depends on the facts and circumstances and 

prior membership in the Chamber benefits program is one fact or circumstance that could be taken 

into consideration. That is undoubtedly right and although I was more interested in the process of 

legal analysis, I understand why Ms. Rees was hesitant to provide any guidance to me that could be 

construed as commenting on the facts and circumstances without us having submitted to her all of 

the additional facts and circumstances. In general, prior membership in the Chamber benefits 

program does not seem particularly relevant. Ms. Rees seemed concerned that my description of 

the "help of the Chamber" may mean that the Chamber controlled the benefit program, not the 

industry group members. As you know based on our prior request, we would address the control 

issue the same way that Master Builders and other industry groups have. Satisfying the control 

aspect will not be an issue; the Chamber will not retain any control of the benefit program. 

In the end, Ms. Rees's comment (although expressed in the double negative) that it may be possible 

to get a favorabfe opinion letter based on what we discussed is the green light that you need: prior 

membership in the Chamber benefits program does not somehow in itself disqualify the structure 

we discussed. There is no reason to treat.our structure differently. As you have with each industry 

group, you can look at the facts and circumstances and make a determination whether the ERISA 

definition is satisfied. 

I do not think that there is any daylight between the DOL and the OIC in moving forward with this 

approach. 

I will note that itwas not entirely clear to me that Ms. Rees understood the situation in Washington 
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State. On a couple of instances, she referred to your "investigation" of the Trust. She also 

referenced not wanting to second guess your determination. It seemed to me that you were 

transparent in saying that you just wanted to perform the analysis as it was intended to be 

performed under DOL guidance and that you had not yet made a determination. I conveyed this to 

Ms. Rees, but I am not sure that she believed me. 

The Chamber is ready to move forward by submitting for your review a handful of industry groups 

that have pre-existing economic relationships independent of the benefit program. As you know, all 

of the parties are pretty familiar with the necessary information and documentation and we could 

present our materials electronically and schedule a telephone conference, or we could meet in 

person. 

Thanks for your help. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jason 

From: Froggatt, Jason 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 5:16 PM 
To: 'rees.susan@dol.gov' 
Cc: Froggatt, Jason 
Subject: Question -- Employee Welfare Benefit Plan Definition 

Ms. Rees -

This email follows up on my brief voice mail message to you. My question and the general facts are 

below. I appreciate your help and insight. 

We work with a business chamber. The chamber has a group insura nee trust. Because of various 

changes under the ACA, the group insurance trust will essentially be going away in 2014. However, 

there are one or more small industry groups that are part of the chamber (e.g. employers in the 

aerospace industry, or the commercial construction industry) that may, with the help of the 

chamber, establish separate medical programs for their employer members. It appears from the 

DOL guidance that the assessment of whether an industry group is an "employer" for the purposes 

of ERISA is made by looking at the membership of the industry group. And that if the industry group 

is a "group or association of employers" according to the criteria set out by the DOL (e.g. Advisory 

Opinion 2001704A) then the medical· program offered to the industry group would be an employee 

welfare benefit plan under ERISA. If more than one industry group is a "group or association of 

employers" then each of those medical programs would be separate employee welfare benefit 

plans under ERISA. Is that correct? 

Please let me know when would be a good time to speak to you. Thanks. 

Jason Froggatt I Davis Wright Tremaine LLP 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 2200 I Seattle, WA 98101 
Tel: (206) 757-8045 I Fax: (206) 757-7045 
Email: jasonfroggatt@dwt com I Website: www dwt com 

Anchorage I Bellevue I Los Angeles I New York I Portland I San Francisco 1·seattle I Shanghai I Washington, D.C. 
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Circular 230 - To comply with IRS.rules, we must inform you that this message (including any attachment) 
if it contains advice relating to federal taxes, was not intended or written to be used, and it cannot be 
used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law. Under these 
rules, a taxpayer may rely on professional advice to avoid federal tax penalties only if that advice is 
reflected in a comprehensive tax opinion that conforms to stringent requirements under federal law. 
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